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In the framework of the QCD string approach it is shown that the spin-averaged massesM̄ (nL) of all
low-lying light mesons are well described using the string tensionas the only parameter. The Regge slopeaL8
and the interceptaL(0) of the ReggeL trajectory forM̄ (nL) are calculated analytically and turn out to be
aL850.80 GeV
22 ~for L<4) and aL(0)520.34, in good agreement with the experimental data:L expt8
50.8160.01 GeV22, aL expt(0)520.3060.02. To obtain this strong agreement with the data the nonpertur-
bative quark self-energy contributions to the meson masses must be taken into account, which appear to be
large and negative for small values ofL, and are important for a close fit even for larger values ofL. From the
present analysis of the meson spectra the restrictionas<0.40 on the strong coupling constant is required.












































The spectra of hadrons form an extremely important
ground for nonperturbative QCD. The scaling property
QCD tells us that in the end all characteristics of hadro
must depend on a single parameter, say,or LQCD. Until
now, all calculations of hadronic spectra with an accura
comparable to the uncertainties in the experimental data h
relied on models that contain several, in some cases e
many, parameters. Here we adopt the formalism that use
QCD string Hamiltonian which relies on only one paramet
the string tensions, while, for light mesons, the interaction
derived from perturbative QCD, both static and spin dep
dent, can be considered as a perturbation. The string ten
can be extracted from experiment, in particular from t
slope of the leading Regge trajectory, and in the present
per we use it to describe the orbital excitations of light m
sons.
The QCD string approach developed in recent years@1–3#
starts from first principles, i.e., from the Euclidean QCD L
grangian. In Ref.@2# the relativistic HamiltonianHR for the
light mesons with spinless quarks was derived under sev
verifiable assumptions.
First, string excitations~hybrids! are not taken into ac
count, since there is a large gap,;1 GeV, between a me
sonic ground state and its gluonic excitation@4#. Without this
approximation one obtains a matrix multichannel Ham
tonian @5#. Therefore the ground states of the mesons w
not too large orbital momentum (L<5) can be treated in the
closed channel approximation.
Second, the relativistic HamiltonianHR used here is de
rived in the quenched approximation, where creation ofqq̄
pairs~sea quarks! is neglected. The accuracy of this approx
mation for low-lying states is expected to be approximat
10% @1#, while high radial and orbital excitations can b
strongly affected byqq̄ pair creation@6#.
Third, to derive the HamiltonianHR only forward-in-time



















trajectories of a quark~antiquark! were neglected. The accu
racy of this approximation was checked by comparing me
spectra of the center-of-mass HamiltonianHR and light-cone
HamiltonianHLC , since in the latter case backward-in-tim
trajectories do not contribute@7#. This comparison has show
that the differences in meson masses for these Hamilton
are not larger than 10% for all mesons with the exception
the pion, which receives a large contribution from backwa
in-time trajectories corresponding to negative energy com
nents, and for them the formalism should be modified. In
Hamiltonian used chiral effects are not taken into accoun
Under these assumptions and with the use of the Fo
Feynman-Schwinger~FFS! representation, the Green’s func
tion G of a meson with a spinless quark and antiquark can










where in the action~1.1! the only approximation made is tha
the vacuum average over the Wilson loop^W(C)& is taken in
the form of the minimal area law, viz.,
^W~C!&5const3exp~2sSmin!. ~1.2!
The accuracy of this approximation is determined by
condition
R@Tg , ~1.3!
whereR is the size~e.g., the rms radius! of the meson andTg
is the gluonic~vacuum! correlation length which determine
how the vacuum correlators decrease as a function of
separationr between the quark and the antiquark. The va
of Tg was calculated on the lattice@8# and in the quenched




























A. M. BADALIAN AND B. L. G. BAKKER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 034025 ~2002!smaller than the rms radiiR(nL) for light mesons having
R(nL)>0.8 fm. Note that the condition~1.3! is also valid
for most excited heavy-light mesons and even in he
quarkonia, where, e.g.,R(1P,cc̄);R(2P,bb̄);0.65 fm.
In the general case the approximate area law can be
placed by the exactqq̄ interaction which contains a linea
confining part for distances satisfying Eq.~1 3! but should be
modified at smaller distances, being fully determined b
bilocal field correlator. In the actionA ~1.1! K andK̄ are the







sFm21 14 zG~t!a2 Gdt, ~1.4!
wherem is the current mass of a quark,t is the proper time
introduced by Schwinger@9#, andz(t) andz̄(t) are the paths
of the quark and antiquark.
To define the Hamiltonian one can use the connec
between the meson Green’s function and the HamiltonianH:
]G/]T52HRG, ~1.5!
where the Hamiltonian can be determined on any hyper
face, i.e.,H can be derived in different frames. Here we sh
use the Hamiltonian obtained in the c.m. frame, while in R
@7# the Hamiltonian was derived in the light-cone frame.
In order to use the relation~1.5! in Euclidean space-time
it is of great importance to go over from the proper timet to
the actual timet[z4 of a quark~antiquark!. Doing so the
new quantitym(t) is introduced:
2m~ t !5]t/]t. ~1.6!
After perfoming the canonical quantization the variablem
~being a canonical coordinate! will define the constituent
mass of a quark. The last term in the action~1.1! has the









a with a,b5t,b and wa(t,b) are the
coordinates of the string world surface. In Refs.@2# the string
was approximated by a straight line connecting the path
ordinatesza(t) and z̄a(t) and in this case
wa~ t,b!5za~ t !b1 z̄a~ t !~12b!, 0<b<1. ~1.8!
Because of the presence of the square root inSmin in Eq.
~1.7! this term cannot be quantized and to get rid of it o
can introduce two auxiliary fieldsn(t,b) andh(t,b) in the








By definition the introduction of the auxiliary fields i
accompanied by the additional integration overDm,Dn,Dh
in the functional integral defining the meson Green’s fun
tion,
G5E Dm Dn Dh DRa Dr a exp~2A!, ~1.9!
where the ‘‘center-of-mass’’ coordinateRa and the ‘‘rela-
tive’’ coordinater a are introduced instead of the path coo
dinatesza and z̄a .
As shown in Refs.@2# the integrations overDh andDRa
can be performed analytically in the integral~1.9! and after
that the Green’s function has a simpler form, viz.,
G5E Dm Dn Dr exp~2AR!. ~1.10!
As the next step instead of performing the integrati
over Dm and Dn in the integral ~1.10! one can use an
equivalent procedure—to go over to the canonical quant
tion of the HamiltonianHR which corresponds to the actio
AR. This Hamiltonian in Minkowski space-time is obtaine
from AR in a standard way@2,10# and is taken as a startin
point in our analysis@see Eq.~3.1!#.
The quantization ofHR has been performed in two case
the quasiclassical quantization ofHR for large orbital mo-
mentaL,L@1, in Ref. @11# and for not too largeL in Refs.
@2#. Here we are interested only in orbital excitations w




where the termDHstr is relatively small forL<4 and can be
considered as a perturbation. Then the problem reduce
the quantization of the simpler HamiltonianHR
(1) which can
be easily done~see Secs. III and IV!. At the final stage we
obtain the surprising result that after quantization the unp
turbed HamiltonianH̃R
(1) coincides with the Hamiltonian
used in the relativistic potential model~RPM! @12,13#. In this
way ~for states withL<4) the connection between the QC
string HamiltonianHR
(1) and the RPM is established and w
can also calculate the corrections, which are absent in
RPM.
The first correctionDstr, called the string correction
comes from the termDHstr in Eq. ~1.11!; it is negative and
varying from a value of about250 MeV for L51 to about
2150 MeV for L54.
A second correction to the meson mass,DSE, is due to the
spin ~color magnetic moment! interaction of a quark~anti-
quark! with the external~vacuum! field when the operator








LIGHT-MESON ORBITAL EXCITATIONS IN THE QCD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D66, 034025 ~2002!TABLE I. The massesM0
2(L) and M0
2(approx)58L13ps for the ground states (n50) with L
<6 (s50.18 GeV2).
L 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
M0
2(nL) 1.7940 3.2126 4.6431 6.0777 7.5142 8.9518 10.390
8Ls13ps 1.696 3.1365 4.5765 6.0165 7.4565 8.8965 10.336








































This nonperturbative self-energy correction was analytica
calculated in Ref.@14# with the use of the FFS representatio
for the quark Green’s function.DSE is negative and has
rather large magnitude~of the order of 2400 MeV to
2300 MeV) for all states withL<4, slightly decreasing
with growingL. Owing to this correction the correct value o
the Regge intercept was obtained.
We use here the current quark massm50 and due to the
procedure of canonical quantization the constituent mass
quark can be defined in a rigorous way as the canon
coordinatem which is equal to the quark kinetic energy. It
of interest to note that the final expression of the Ham
tonian H̃R
(1) does not contain the constituent mass at
However, the constituent massm must be defined since i
explicitly enters those terms in the Hamiltonian, like t
spin-dependent and self-energy terms, which are consid
as a perturbation.
Here we consider in detail the spin-averaged me
massesM̄ (nL), or the centers of gravity of thenL multiplets
~i.e., we neglect the hyperfine and fine-structure splittin!
for which the physical picture is simpler and at the same ti
more universal since the parameters do not depend on
and isospin.
We concentrate mostly on the orbital excitations withn
50 for which experimental data exist for all ground sta
with L<5. Then for the linear confining potentialsr all
meson massesM̄ (nL) can be expressed through a sing
parameter—the string tensions. The values of the slope an
the intercept of the ReggeL trajectory (L<4) will be
calculated analytically: their numerical valuesaL8
50.80 GeV22 (s50.18 GeV2) and aL(0)520.34 turn
out to be in very good agreement with the experimental nu
bers. From the Regge slope a restriction on the admiss
values of the string tension follows:50.1860.005 GeV2
for the pure linear potential ands50.1960.01 GeV2 if the
Coulomb interaction is taken into account.
The Coulomb contribution is mainly important for the 1S
and the 1P states having values in the range2200 to
2100 MeV, and is considered here in a twofold way: fro
exact calculations with the linear plus Coulomb potential a
also when the Coulomb interaction is considered as a pe
bation; both considerations give very close results. Fos
50.19 GeV2 the QCD coupling isas50.39 which is typical
for heavy quarkonia, and from our analysis of the mes
spectra the following restriction on the strong couplingas
<0.42, is obtained. This number is in good agreement w
the two-loop value of the freezing coupling constant o


















The experimental numbers for the spin-averaged ma
M̄ (L), or the centers of gravity of the 1L multiplet ~the
ground states withn50), are presented in Table I and nee
some remarks.
First, all members of the 13PJ multiplet are supposed to
be known:a2(1318), a1(1235), and thea0(980) too, are
considered to form the 13P0 multiplet with M̄ (1P)
51252 MeV. Similarly, for thef J(1P) mesons the spin-
averaged mass is 1245 MeV@16#.
Second, in the case ofL52, the fine-structure splittings
of the 1D-wave mesons are supposed to be suppresse
compared to theP-wave states@17#. As a result, for all mem-
bers of the 1DJ multiplet, e.g., ther3(1.69) andp2(1.67),
their masses are very close to each other and one can e
that the true value ofM̄ (1D) lies between these two value
The same would be valid for the isoscalar mesons, if th
were not mixed with other hadronic states, and just this s
ation is observed in experiment where the masses of
v3(1.67) and thev(1.65) have values close to the corr
sponding isovector mesons@16#.
Because of the suppression of the matrix elements~ME!
such aŝ 1/r 3& the spin splittings for the higher orbital exc
tations such as 1F, 1G, etc., should be even smaller than f
the 1D mesons. Therefore the masses of thea4(2.01) and
the f 4(2.03) are supposed to be close toM̄ (1F) and also the
masses of ther5(2.30) with L54, and a6(2.45) and
f 6(2.47) withL55, lie close to their centers of gravity. Th
masses of all orbital excitations (n50) can be nicely de-
scribed by the ReggeL trajectory~see Fig. 1!
























A. M. BADALIAN AND B. L. G. BAKKER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 034025 ~2002!M̄2~L !5~1.2360.02!L10.3760.02 ~GeV2! ~2.1!
or
L50.81M̄2~L !20.30 ~2.2!
with the following Regge slope and intercept:
aL expt8 50.8160.01 ~GeV
2!
and
aL expt~0!520.3060.02 ~L<4!, ~2.3!
and both values have a small experimental error.




22 and the interceptaJ(0)50.48
are larger since their values depend on the spin contributi
On the contrary, theL trajectory is a universal one and in th
approximation of closed channels it is the same for isove
and isosinglet mesons.
In our paper the meson masses, Regge slope, and R
intercept will be calculated analytically in the framework
the QCD string approach.
III. RELATIVISTIC HAMILTONIAN
We start with the Green’s function Eq.~1.10! which is
obtained after performing two integrationsDhDR in the
functional integral, so in the Green’s function there are s
three integrations left: over the two auxiliary fieldsm(t) and
n(t) and also over the separationr between a quark and a
antiquark,r a5za(t)2 z̄a(t). The explicit expression of this
action AR was obtained in Refs.@2# and the dependence o
AR on m andn turns out to be rather complicated. Therefo
it is more simple and convenient to go over to the equival
procedure—canonical quantization of the HamiltonianHR,

































wheret is the actual time.
In Eq. ~3.1! m is the current quark mass, which for a lig





angular momentum, LW 5rW3pW , and the operator pr
2
5(pW •rW)2/(r 2). Canonical quantization ofHR @Eq. ~3.1!# has
not been done in general, but was performed in two ca
first when the orbital momentumL@1 ~the quasiclassica
quantization in Ref.@11#!, and for relatively smallL<4
which will be considered here. The constants determining
the nonperturbative potential is the string tension.
It is convenient to rewriteHR as a sum of two terms:
HR5HR
(1)1DHstr, ~3.3!



















(1) we have included the termL2/(mr 2) and sub-
tracted the same term to give the string correctionDHstr,
DHstr52
LW 2


















If L is not large, then the termDHstr appears to be rela
tively small and can be considered as a correction to
HamiltonianHR
(1) @11# but for largeL the representation o
HR as the sum Eq.~3.3! is of no use, since in this case bo
terms are equally important. Note that to get the express






The simplest HamiltonianH0 with L50 is a special case o
HR ~or HR
(1)) with pW 2 replaced bypr
2 .
SinceDHstr is considered as a perturbation, the canoni
quantization needs to be performed only with the Ham
tonianHR
(1) , which can be easily done, since the latter can
presented as the sum of the kinetic energy operatorĤkin
which depends onm and V̂pot which depends on :
HR
(1)5Ĥkin~m!1V̂pot~n!. ~3.7!
The variablesm and n are the canonical coordinates whi
the momentapm andpn canonically conjugated tom andn
turn out to be equal to zero, sinceHR
(1) ~as well asHR) does
































LIGHT-MESON ORBITAL EXCITATIONS IN THE QCD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D66, 034025 ~2002!Thus instead of calculating the Green’s function as
functional integral Eq.~1.10! and subsequently deriving th
Hamiltonian H̃R
(1) , one can obtain this Hamiltonian from
HR
(1) @Eq. ~3.4!# with the use of the extremum conditions E
~3.8!. The equivalence of these two procedures was explic





1m~ t !. ~3.9!
For this Hamiltonian the explicitly calculated Green’s fun
tion for the free particle is
G05E DzW~ t !DpW expF i E
0
T
~pW •zẆ2ApW 21m2!G ~3.10!
which is just the canonical representation of the Gree
function with the free Hamiltonian
H05ApW 21m2. ~3.11!
IV. THE EXTREMAL VALUES OF THE OPERATORS
µ AND n
To understand the physical meaning of the auxiliary fie
m(t) andn(t) let us find their extremal values. First, in th










Then one finds thatn(b), which is an operator in genera
does not depend on the string parameterb and is equal to
n0~b!5sr , ~4.2!
i.e., it is actually the energy density along the string.







1m~ t !1sr , ~4.3!
wherem(t) is still an operator in the Hamiltonian formalism
Its extremum can be found from the second extremum c
dition ~4.1!:
m~ t !5ApW 21m2, for HR(1) ,
m0~ t !5Apr21m2, for H0 , ~4.4!
i.e., the extremal value ofm is one-half the kinetic energy
operator. Note that after canonical quantization the ‘‘coor










giving rise to an eigenvalue equation that is identical to
spinless Salpeter equation~SSE! with a linear potential
H̃R
(1)c~nL!5M0~nl !c~nL!. ~4.6!
This equation has been used in the RPM for many ye
@12,13# and the only difference is that in the Hamiltonia
H̃R
(1) in Eq. ~4.6! we must use the current quark massm ince
just the current mass enters the meson Green’s functionm
50 for the light mesons! while in the RPMm5” 0 is usually
used, e.g., in Ref.@13# m5(mu1md)/25220 MeV.
V. THE CONSTITUENT QUARK MASS
Although the constituent massm is not explicitly present
in H̃R
(1) , it enters many important physical characteristics li
the spin splittings and magnetic moments, and also into
string and self-energy corrections; therefore it must not
left in as an operator. The simplest way to solve this is
definem0 as the expectation value of one-half the quark
netic energy operator Eq.~4.4!: i.e.,
m0~nL!5^ApW 21m2&nL . ~5.1!
Note that the eigenvaluesM0(nL) in Eq. ~4.6! for the linear
potentialsr are connected tom0 as follows:
M0~nL!54m0~nL!. ~5.2!
The values of m0 can be expressed through a sing
parameter—the string tensions—and the universal number
a(nL) given by
m0~nL!5Asa~nL!. ~5.3!
This relation is a manifestation of the scaling property of t
SSE in the casem50.
Another definition of the constituent mass, denoted bym̃0,
was used in Refs.@1,3# in the so called ‘‘einbein approxima
tion’’ ~EA! where the second extremum condition in E
~3.6! is written not for the operatorHR
(1) but for the eigen-
valuesM0(nL). A priori it is not clear whether in both defi
nitions the extremal valuesm0(nL) andm̃0(nL) coincide or









i.e., it reduces to the Airy equation with«(nL)5M0(nL)
2m̃ and the quantitiesA(nL) in Eq. ~5.5! are the zeros of
the Airy function. The constituent massm̃0(nL) is now de-















































A. M. BADALIAN AND B. L. G. BAKKER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 034025 ~2002!d«~m̃!
dm̃
1150 ~m50!. ~5.6!
Then from Eqs.~5.5!,~5.6! one obtains that
m̃0~nL!5AsS 13 A~nL! D
3/4
5Asã~nL!. ~5.7!
To comparem0(nL) and m̃0(nL) one can use the numbe
presented in Appendix A~see Tables VII and VIII! from
which the corresponding universal numbersa(nL) and
ã(nL) can be determined.
The largest difference betweenm0(nL) and m̃0(nL) was
found for S waves and increases with growing radial qua
tum numbern from 5% for the 1S state to 7% for the 5S
state. However, this difference falls with increasingL, being
only 1.7% forL55 (n50). Som0 and m̃0 are numerically
very close. In contrast to the eigenvaluesM0(nL) for the
Salpeter and Airy equations a large difference is found
tween some matrix elements likê1/r 3& ~for any L5” 0)
which define the fine-structure splittings. This difference c
be as large as 30–50 % in some cases~see Tables VII and
VIII below!. Moreover, while for the SSE these ME’s a
growing, they are slightly decreasing for the Airy equation
is worth noticing that these differences between the M
would be much larger if a fixed constituent mass, as in
tential models, were used.
The reason behind such discrepancies may be conne
with the different asymptotic behavior of the wave functi
~WF!. For the SSE ~4.5! it falls as exp(2Asr) @18#
while for the Airy equation ~5.4! the WF decreases a
exp(2Am̃0sr 3/2). Therefore the definition~4.4! of the con-
stituent quark mass as well as the calculations of the M
with the use of the unperturbed HamiltonianH̃R
(1) have to be
considered as preferable compared to the EA.
Note a useful relation between the ME’s:
^sr &52m0~nL! ~5.8!
and
^1/r &5As^1/r&nL , ~5.9!
where ^1/r& is independent ofs but does depend on th
quantum numbers.
It is worthwhile to discuss some common features a
differences between the QCD string approach used here
the RPM, which was an essential step in our understand
of hadronic spectra.
First of all we have shown that the Hamiltonian used
the RPM is more than a model one, as it can be dedu
from the meson Green’s function in QCD for not too lar
angular momentaL, assuming that the string correction com
ing from the partDHstr @Eq. ~3.5!# is neglected or considere
as a perturbation.
However, in the QCD string approach the massm must be
the current quark mass, since just the current mass enter














ticular, for light quarksm50 and for the strange quarkms
5140–160 MeV are taken@3#, while in the RPMm5(ms
1md)/25220 MeV,ms5465 MeV are taken in@13#.
Since in the QCD string approach the Hamiltonian as w
as the string and self-energy corrections are calculated
the use of just the same FFS representation, the whole
ture is simplified and the spin-averaged mass can be
pressed through the only parameter—the string tension.
The constituent mass of a quark does not enter the fi
form of the Hamiltonian Eq.~4.5! and the notion of the con
stituent mass appears to be necessary only when one
into account the spin-dependent interaction and also
string and self-energy corrections to the meson mass. In
FFS representation all these terms are inversely proporti
to just the same auxiliary fieldm @1# which is strictly deter-
mined from the extremum condition due to the procedure
canonical quantization and appears to be the kinetic ene
operator. However, to calculate these corrections the vari
m must not be used as an operator and we have defined
constituent mass as the expectation value of the quark kin
energy. This definition of the constituent mass is in acc
with another one—the variational definition of the constit
ent mass used in Ref.@3#.
It is important that the constituent mass in our case
pends on the quantum numbers and increases with growiL
andnr .
Finally, instead of the string and self-energy correctio
considered in the next sections~they are negative! in the
RPM a universal negative constant is introduced.
VI. THE STRING CORRECTION AND THE SLOPE OF
THE REGGE TRAJECTORY
It is known that for the Salpeter equation~4.6! ~or for the
unperturbed HamiltonianH̃R
(1)) the squared massesM0
2(nL)
can be approximated~with an accuracy of about 1% forL
50) by the ‘‘string formula’’@19#,
M0
2~approx!58sL14ps~n13/4!. ~6.1!
The exact values ofM0
2(nL) together with those of
M0
2(approx) (L<6,n50) are given in Table I from which
one can see that the differences between them are in
<1% for L>2.
As is clear from the approximation~6.1!, the slope of the
Regge trajectory for the SSE is (8s)21, i.e., aL8
50.69 GeV22 for s50.18 GeV2, which is 17% smaller
than the experimental number Eq.~2.3!, aL850.81
60.01 GeV22. Note that the string corrections which com
from the term Eq.~3.5! are also proportional toL and there-
fore affect the Regge slope. The situation appears to be
ferent in the two domainsL<4 andL>5, respectively, and
we consider them separately.
A. Case A: LÏ4
By the definition~3.5! DHstr gives a negative correction
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K 1r ~6m01sr !L . ~6.2!
In Eq. ~6.2! we have used that the integral*0
1 db(b21/2)2 is
equal to 1/12 and the operatorsn and m were replaced by
their extremal values Eq.~4.2! and Eq.~4.4!. The factor in
angular brackets can also be approximated~with an accuracy

















Note that in Eq.~6.4! the ME ^1/r&AL11 is almost con-
stant, varying from 0.787 forL51 to 0.741 forL54 ~see
Table VII, Appendix A!. The values ofDstr ~using the ME
^1/r & from Tables VIII and IX in Appendix A! are given in
Table II.
For comparison in Table II the string corrections valid f
large L (L>5) @see the asymptotic string correction fo
mula Eq.~6.13!# are also given.
Now one can analytically calculate the Regge slope
the ‘‘corrected’’ mass:
M ~nL!5M0~nL!1Dstr~nL! ~L<4!; ~6.5!







If one neglects Dstr
2 in Eq. ~6.6!, which is small
(<0.016 GeV2 for L<4), and uses the approximation~6.1!
for M0
2(L) then for the orbital excitations withn50 the
squared mass Eq.~6.6! becomes
TABLE II. The string correctionsDstr in MeV and the mass
M0(L) in GeV, for the ground states (L<6).
L 1 2 3 4 5 6
M0(L) 1.7924 2.1549 2.4653 2.7412 2.9920 3.223
Dstr(L) 252.9 286.9 2113.0 2132.7 2153.7 2170.7
Dstr(asym)
a 2 2 2 2142.4 2182.9 2219.1







where the inverse Regge slope in Eq.~6.7! is
~aL8 !
215S 82 A2^1/r&~L11!AL13p/8 D s5~6.9560.02!s.
~6.8!
The values of (aL8)
21 are essentially constant~see the
numbers in Table IX below!, varying from the value 6.930s






It gives for s50.18 GeV2 the Regge slope
~aL8 !
2151.25 GeV2 or aL850.80 GeV
22,
~6.11!
in good agreement with the experimental number given
Eq. ~2.3! aL8(expt)50.8160.01 GeV
22. Thus, due to the
string corrections we have obtained the correct Regge s
for the spin-averaged masses. However, the intercept in
~6.10! has a very large magnitude and an additional con
bution to the meson mass must be taken into account.
discuss this contribution in Sec. VII.
B. Case B: LargeL
For largeL the extremal value of the operatorn is not
equal tosr but turns out to depend on the parameterb as
well as on the operatorm(t). In this case it is a difficult
problem to find the exact eigenvaluesM (asym) of the
HamiltonianHR; therefore in Ref.@11# the eigenvalues of
HR were calculated in the quasiclassical approximation w
the following result:
M2~asym!52psAL~L11!13ps. ~6.12!
Here, in the asymptotic mass formula~6.12! the string cor-
rection is already taken into account and the constant 3ps is
kept to match the solutions for largeL to those forL<4.
Now, for comparison one can formally define the string c
rection for largeL as the difference between the asympto
mass Eq.~6.12! and the unperturbed massM0(nL) Eq. ~5.2!:
Dstr~asym!5A3ps12psAL~L11!2M0~L !
~L@1,n50!. ~6.13!
The asymptotic masses are less thanM0(L) Eq. ~4.6! for
L>4. The magnitude ofDstr is increasing with growingL




























A. M. BADALIAN AND B. L. G. BAKKER PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 034025 ~2002!From the numerical values ofM str(asym) ~see Table III!
one can see that forL54 both string corrections, from th
asymptotic formula Eq.~6.13! and from Eq.~6.5!, essentially
coincide and in what follows the string correction will b
taken in the form~6.5! for L<4 and from Eq.~6.13! for L
>5 @when the massesM (asym) are smaller; see Table III#.
For L@1 the Regge slope in Eq.~6.13! is (2ps)21, i.e.,
for s50.18 GeV2, aL8(L@1)50.88 GeV
22 is larger
than for L<4 and coincides withaJ8 for the r trajectory.
Such a picture is partly seen in experiment, where forL55
the differenceM2(a6)2M
2(r5) is relatively small and cor-
responds to the large valueaL8'1.1 GeV
22. However, this
growth of aL8 is likely to be connected with anothe
reason—an effective decrease of the string tension at l
distances due to new channels being opened. This effe
considered in our paper@6#.
The calculated meson masses~see Table III! still are large
compared to experiment and to get agreement between
a negative constant~a fitting parameter! must be added to the
squared massM2(nL) @13#. Here we shall not introduce
fitting constant, but instead take into account the quark s
energy correction to the meson mass.
VII. THE QUARK SELF-ENERGY CONTRIBUTION
AND MESON MASSES
Recently, it was observed that a negative constant mus
added to the meson mass, which comes from the nonpe
bative quark self-energy contribution created by the co
magnetic moment of the quark@14#. This constant is rathe
large and was calculated with the use of the Fock-Feynm
Schwinger representation of the quark Green’s function. T
total nonperturbative self-energy contribution, from both t
quark and the antiquark, was found to be fully determined






Here m0(nL) is just the constituent mass defined by E
~5.1!. The constanth( f ) depends on the flavor: its numeric
value for a quark of arbitrary flavor was calculated in R
@14#; in particular, for the light mesons we take as in R
@14#
h~nn̄!50.90. ~7.2!
The self-energy terms, as well as the meson masses
given in Table IV for the ground states (n50,L<5) from
TABLE III. The squared massesM25(M01Dstr)
2 in GeV2 for
the ground states (L<6, s50.18 GeV2).
L 1 2 3 4 5 6
(M01Dstr)
2 3.026 4.277 5.533 6.794 8.0567 9.31
M2(asym)a 2 2 2 6.754 7.891 9.026















which one can see thatDSE(L) decreases as a function ofn
andL, being proportional tom0
21(nL). Still, it is rather large
~equal to2300 MeV) even forL55.
With the self-energy and the string corrections taken i
account the spin-averaged meson massM̄ (nL) is fully deter-
mined. The Coulomb correction will be discussed in the n
section and calculated in Appendix B.

















using the relations~5.2! and ~5.8!. The calculated meson
masses (L<4) coincide with good accuracy with the exper
mental values~see Table IV!.
For largeL(n50)
M̄5A3ps12psAL~L11!1DSE~L !. ~7.5!
VIII. THE INTERCEPT OF THE REGGE TRAJECTORY
From the mass formula~7.4! it follows that the self-















2 and DstrDSE will be neglected, becaus
they give small contributions forL<4, while the termDSE
2 is
kept, since it is not small in all states. The constantC0 is
rather large and fors50.18 GeV2 is equal to21.65 GeV.
Using the expression~6.6! for the mass (M01Dstr)
2 and Eq.
~6.1! for M0




b~L !5sF3p2 32hp 1 32h2p2~L13p/8!G
~LÞ0!,5-8
LIGHT-MESON ORBITAL EXCITATIONS IN THE QCD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D66, 034025 ~2002!TABLE IV. The nonperturbative quark self-energy correctionDSE(L) and the meson massesM̄ (L) in
GeV for the ground states (s50.18 GeV2, h50.9).
L 0 1 2 3 4 5
DSE(L) 20.616 20.460 20.383 20.335 20.301 20.294
M̄ (0,L) 0.723 1.279 1.685 2.017 2.30 2.514
a
M̄expt(0,L) 0.612 1aJ(1.252) p2(1.67) a4~2.014! r5 a6(2.4560.13)
1 f J(1.245) r3(1.69) f 4(2.034) 2.3360.04 f 6(2.4760.050)
v3(1.67)












theb~L50!5sF3p2 32hp 1 256h2p2M02~1S!G , ~8.4!
where for M0(L50) it is better to use the exact valu
M0(1S)53.157As and aL8 was already defined by the ex







Note that inb(L) the combination (3p232h/p)s is a small
number ~equal to 0.046 GeV2 for s50.18 GeV2) and
therefore for the intercept the contribution of the self-ene
term DSE
2 is dominant.
From Eq. ~8.4! it is clear thatb(L) is sensitive to the
value of the flavor factorh, which may introduce an uncer
tainty on the order of 5%.
With the use of the analytical expression~8.4! and the
exact value ofM0(L50), h(nn̄)50.90, the quantityb(L
50) is equal to
b~L50!52.365s. ~8.6!
Then the intercept given by Eq.~8.5! takes the value
aL~0!52~aL8 !b~L50!522.356/6.95 20.34.
~8.7!
This number is in good agreement—larger by only 10%
with the experimental valueaL(0)520.3060.02. It is es-
sential that the intercept does not depend on the string03402y
n-
sion but instead is sensitive to the flavor parameterh. Just
for this reason the intercept for the mesons with differe
flavor depends on the flavor.
So, finally, the ReggeL trajectory calculated in the QCD
string approach withs50.18 GeV2 is fully determined,
L50.80M̄2~L !20.34, ~8.8!
and appears to be very close to Eq.~2.3!, obtained from a fit
to the experimental spin-averaged meson masses~see Fig. 1!.
From Eq.~8.8! the averaged massM̄ (p2r) is found:
M̄2~1S!50.425 GeV2 or M̄ ~1S!50.652 GeV,
~8.9!
which corresponds to ap-meson massM̄ (p)5301 MeV.
This number turns out to be smaller thanM (1S)
50.723 GeV calculated directly from Eq.~6.5! and this dis-
crepancy illustrates how sensitiveM̄ (1S) is to the approxi-
mations used.
IX. COULOMB INTERACTION
In the previous sections good agreement of the sp
averaged meson masses~for the ground states withL5” 0)
was obtained without taking into account the Coulomb int
action. It is of interest to check whether the Coulomb effe
are actually suppressed forL>0 states and how large is th
Coulomb correction toM̄ (p2r).
To this end we solve the Salpeter equation with the str
potential taken as a linear plus Coulomb term, i.e., with
Cornell potentialtesTABLE V. The spin-averaged massesM̄C(L) in GeV, theoretical and experimental, for the ground sta
(n50) (s50.19 GeV2, as50.39).
L 0 1 2 3 4 5
M̄C(L) 0.632 1.220 1.650 2.00 2.29 2.51
M̄expt(L) 0.612 M̄ ( f J)51.24 p2(1.66) a4(2.014) r3(2.30) a6(2.45)











































whereas5const can be used, since the light mesons h
very large sizes,R>1.0 fm, and at such distances the stro
coupling is saturated and close to the ‘‘freezing’’ value@15#.
If for the string tension one takess50.19 GeV2, then the
fitted value ofas appears to be just the same as for hea
quarkonia@20,21#,
as50.39. ~9.2!
However, the masses of the ground states, including theS
state, can be nicely described with a smaller value for
coupling constant, 0.20<as<0.39, if correspondingly the
value of s is taken from the range 0.18 GeV2,s
<0.19 GeV2.
The main characteristics of theqq̄ system like the eigen
valuesMC(nL) of Eq. ~4.6! using the Cornell potential, the
constituent massesmC(nL) defined by Eq.~5.1! together
with the string and the self-energy corrections are prese
in Appendix B in Tables X and XI. Here in Table V we giv
only the results of our calculations for the spin-averag
massesM̄C(nL). Note that in the Coulomb case the relatio
~5.2! is not valid and therefore the meson massM̄C(nL) as
well asDstr andDSE should be written through the constitu
ent mass~denoted asmC(nL) as in Eq.~7.3! ~see Table X
where the eigenvalues are given fors50.19 GeV2, h
50.90, andas50.39).
With the use of the string and the self-energy correctio
from Table XI the spin-averaged meson massesM̄C(L), Eq.
~7.3!, are determined and their values are given in Table
together with the experimental numbers.
TABLE VI. The exact and perturbative Coulomb correctio
EC(L) ~in MeV!.
L 0 1 2 3 4 5
EC(exact) 2219 2132 2103 286.7 276.2 268.8
EC(pert) 2194 2126 299.4 284.9 275.1 268.1
Difference 11.4% 4.5% 3.5% 2.0% 1.4% 1.0%
TABLE VII. The eigenvaluesM0(nS), constituent masse
m0(nS),m̃0(nS), and matrix elementŝ1/r & ~in GeV! for the Sal-
peter equation~4.6! and the Airy equation~5.4! with the linear
potentialsr (s50.18 GeV2, L50).
n 0 1 2 3 4
M0(nS) 1.3394 1.9980 2.4985 2.9151 3.2797
m0(nS) 0.3348 0.4995 0.6246 0.7289 0.8199
m̃0(nS) 0.3519 0.5351 0.6703 0.7826 0.8807~3!
^1/r & (SSE) 0.3638 0.3299 0.2959 0.2734 0.2559~ !
^1/r &a (EA) 0.3328 0.2669 0.2334 0.2118 0.1996~5!








If now one compares the meson massesM̄C(L) with
those for the linear potential from Table III, one can see t
in the Coulomb case for the 1S and 1P states a better agree
ment with the experimental numbers is obtained; however
the Coulomb case the string tension appears to be larges
50.19 GeV2. The calculated massM̄C(1S)50.632 GeV is
very close to the value Eq.~8.9! from the Regge trajectory
Eq. ~8.7!.
Now the Coulomb correction can be formally defined
the difference between the exact eigenvaluesM̄C(L) and
M̄ (L):
EC~exact!5M̄C~nL!2M̄ ~nL!, ~9.3!





obtained when the Coulomb interaction is considered a
perturbation~see Table VI!. In Eq.~9.4! the ME^1/r & is to be
taken for the linear potential with the sames as in the Cor-
nell potential.
The numbers in Table VI demonstrate that the exact
perturbative corrections coincide with an accuracy be
than 5% for all states withL.0 ~for the 1S state the differ-
ence is 11%! and therefore these corrections can be cal
lated as a perturbation.
For thenL states one should also take into account
difference between the exact constituent massmC(L) and
m0(L) for the linear potential; they are related as follows
mC~1L !'m0~1L !1uECu/3 ~n50!,
TABLE VIII. The matrix elementŝ 1/r 3& (GeV3), mass eigen-
values M0(nP) (GeV), and constituent massesm0(nP) and
m̃0(nP)(GeV) for theP-wave states (s50.18 GeV
2).
n 0 1 2 3 4
M0(nP) 1.7924 2.3153 2.7505 3.1291 3.468
m0(nP) 0.4481 0.5788 0.6876 0.7823 0.867
m̃0(nP) 0.4620 0.6115 0.7320 0.8335 0.927
^1/r 3& (SSE) 0.0264 0.0422 0.0539 0.0635 0.071
^1/r 3&a (EA)5m̃s/4 0.0208 0.0275 0.0329 0.0376 0.041
aSee the footnote to Table VII.
TABLE IX. The constituent massesm0 (GeV) and the matrix
elementŝ 1/r k& (GeVk), (k51,3) of the SSE for the ground state
(n50)(s50.18 GeV2, L<6).
L 1 2 3 4 5 6
m0(0L) 0.4481 0.5387 0.6163 0.6853 0.7480 0.805
^1/r & 0.2362 0.1867 0.1589 0.1406 0.1274 0.117
^1/r&AL11 0.787 0.762 0.742 0.741 0.736 0.732
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This correction to the constituent mass is mostly import
for the 1S state. For largern the difference betweenmC and
m0 can be neglected. As seen from Table VI, due to
Coulomb interaction all masses are shifted down by
amount in the range of 70 to 200 MeV and therefore a lar
value ofs is needed,s50.19 GeV2 for as50.39, than for
the linear potential.
However, one cannot take an arbitrary or too large va
for s, otherwise the Regge slopeaL8 would be small and in
contradiction with the experimental value. Therefore, in
Coulomb case only values 50.1960.10 GeV2 are al-
lowed. Then to obtain agreement with experiment usings
<0.20 GeV2 a restriction on the value of the strong co
pling constant is found:
as<0.40 ~s<0.20 GeV
2!; ~9.6!
otherwise correct numbers for the Regge slope and the in
cept cannot be obtained simultaneously.
This upper limit~9.6! for as appears to be in accord wit
the freezing value of the two-loopaB(q
250)50.45 ~with
the QCD constantL (3)5330 MeV, Nf53) obtained in
background field theory@15#.
X. CONCLUSIONS
In the framework of the QCD string approach the sp
averaged meson masses withL<5 (n50) have been calcu
lated and expressed through a single parameter—the s
tensions and a set of universal numbers. In this approa
the kinetic energy is of the same type as in the spinl
Salpeter equation. The constituent mass and the nonpertu
tive quark self-energy are calculable and also depend on
string tension only.
This is the first time accurate predictions for the mes
masses have been obtained by relying on one parameter
that is directly connected to the confinment mechanism
QCD.
The analytical expressions for the slope and the interc
of the ReggeL trajectory ~when the spin splittings are no
taken into account! have been deduced, giving rise to a val
aL85(6.95s)
2150.80 GeV22 (s50.18 GeV2) which co-
incides with the experimental number. ThisL trajectory can
be considered as a universal one since in the approxima
TABLE X. The eigenvaluesMC(L), the constituent masse
mC(L), and the ME^1/r & ~in GeV! for the SSE with the Cornel
potential for the ground states (n50) (s50.19 GeV2, as50.39).
L 0 1 2 3 4 5
MC(L) 1.157 1.710 2.111 2 446 2.740 3.005
mC(L) 0.415 0.496 0.580 0.656 0.710 0.745


















of closed channels it does not depend on spin and isosp
It is shown that the Regge intercept does not depend os
and a(M50)(theory)520.34 turned out to be only 10%
larger thana(M50) (expt)520.3060.02. From this inter-
cept M̄ (1S)5652 MeV corresponds to ap-meson mass
equal to 300 MeV~chiral effects have been neglected her!.
For all orbital excitations withL5” 0 the calculated masse
are in a good agreement with existing experimental data
In order to obtain this good agreement with the data
find it necessary to impose a restriction on the value ofas
that is in accord with the freezing picture.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED SPECTRA
The eigenvalues and the wave functions of the SSE w
calculated with the help of the code used before@21,22#. The
eigenvalues and relevant matrix elements are given in Ta
VII and VIII for the linear potential and in Tables X and X
in Appendix B for the Cornell potential.
From Table VIII one can see that the difference betwe
the ME ^1/r 3& for the SSE and the Airy equations for th
P-wave states turn out to be large, reaching 40% forn>2.
As briefly discussed in Sec. III the reason behind these
ferences lies in the different asymptotic behaviors of
eigenfunctions of these two equations. In Table IX we a
give the constituent masses Eq.~4 6! and the ME^1/r & and
^1/r 3& for the ground states (n50) with L<6.
The calculated MÊ 1/r & is used to obtain the string an
Coulomb corrections, while the MÊ1/r 3& can be used to
calculate the hyperfine and fine-sructure splittings for
mesons withL5” 0.
From Table X one can see that in the Coulomb case
constituent massesmC(1S) and mC(1P) are larger by 29%
and 10%, respectively, than for the linear potential~see Table
VIII ! and thereforeDSE is smaller for them.
APPENDIX B: RESULTS FOR THE CORNELL POTENTIAL
In this appendix we present in Tables X and XI som
auxiliary values for the Cornell potential.
TABLE XI. The string and self-energy corrections~in GeV! for
the SSE with the Cornell potential (s50.19 GeV2, as50.39).
L 0 1 2 3 4 5
Dstr 0 20.051 20.086 20.112 20.075 20.068
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